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What is a software concern?
Software Concerns

- Exception handling
- Tracing
- Security
- 3D rendering
- Multi-threading
- Memory cleanup
- Performance
- Data persistence
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Ideal Design

- Exception handling
- Tracing
- Data persistence
- 3D rendering
- Security
- Memory cleanup
- Multi-threading
- Performance
Concern Drift
How to Deal with Concern Drift?

vs.
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Tracking the Evolution of Concern Scattering and Tangling
Concern Diff

stable concern  →  new concern

disappearing concern
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1. Concern Mining
Shortcomings

limited precision and recall

noise
Challenge 2
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2. Concern Identity?
1. Concern Mining

Shortcomings

- limited precision and recall
- noise

2. Concern Identity?

- new concern
- stable concern
- disappearing concern

Concern Drift